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Abstract—Consolidating several under-utilized user applications together to achieve higher utilization of hardware resources
is important for cloud vendors to reduce cost and maximize proﬁt.
In this paper, we study the impact of tuning software resources
(e.g., server thread pool size or connection pool size) on n-tier web
application performance in a consolidated cloud environment. By
measuring CPU utilizations and performance of two consolidated
n-tier web application benchmark systems running RUBBoS,
we found signiﬁcant differences depending on the amount of
soft resources allocated. When the two systems have different
soft resource allocations and are fully utilized, the application
with more software resources may steal up to 8% CPU from
the co-resident application. Further analysis shows that the
CPU stealing is due to more threads being scheduled for the
system with higher software resources. By limiting the number
of runnable active threads for the consolidated VMs, we were
able to mitigate the performance interference. More generally,
our results show that careful software resource allocation is a
signiﬁcant factor when deploying and tuning n-tier application
performance in clouds.

n-tier application is signiﬁcantly affected by the allocation of
both hardware and software resources. Experimental evidence
showed that changing only the software resource allocation of
an application can degrade throughput by up to 90%.
The paper’s main contribution is an in-depth experimental
study analyzing soft resource allocation’s impact on the performance of two consolidated n-tier applications. Speciﬁcally, we
run the RUBBoS benchmark [5] on the KVM hypervisor. We
show non-trivial performance differences caused by different
settings of soft resource allocations at high system workloads
(the area of most interest). First, if both consolidated n-tier
applications are set to a low allocation of soft resources,
they both achieve the best performance in terms of goodput
and response time. Second, when both consolidated systems
are set to a high allocation of soft resources, the last level
cache miss overhead greatly degrades the performance of both
systems as workload increases. Third, when one system is set
to high soft resource allocations and the other is set to low
allocations, the system with higher allocation can “steal” as
much as 8% of CPU from the system with a lower setting
of soft resources. Although we focus on RUBBoS running on
KVM, these performance differences can occur in other n-tier
applications and hypervisors.
The paper’s second contribution is a practical solution to
resolve the CPU stealing problem by limiting the number of
threads that can spawn in each VM process. By default, the
KVM hypervisor allows its virtual machines to spawn any
number of threads. When concurrency is high within a VM
due to a high allocation of soft resources, the virtual machine
operating system will spawn more threads. This causes more
threads to be created at the hypervisor level for the virtual
machine. KVM uses Linux’s Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS)
which treats each thread as equal during scheduling. Thus,
when there is a disparity in the number of threads between
VMs, the VM with the greater number of threads will be
scheduled more and steal CPU from the VM with less threads.
When we limit the number of threads for each virtual machine
process within KVM, it prevents any one VM from spawning
too many threads and stealing CPU from other VMs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II gives background information and summarizes related
work. Section III provides an overview of the experimental setup. In Section IV we study the performance of two
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Hardware virtualization technologies have been a popular
technique for cloud vendors to allow multiple applications
to be consolidated into a single server, increasing the utilization of shared cloud infrastructure. Although consolidation
is simple in concept, signiﬁcant practical complications have
been found, e.g., the noisy neighbor problem [1], [2] where
co-located applications interfere with each other. In response
to noisy neighbor problem, one might assume that perfect
isolation is the solution of choice for consolidated applications.
Instead, we have found that sharing is better than isolation [3],
where co-located applications achieve better overall performance through sharing of CPU compared to perfect isolation
that limited the utilization of a critical resource.
In this paper, we explore the sharing option in consolidation, since it provides a better chance of achieving higher
overall utilization. Our experimental environment reﬂects typical production mission-critical web-facing n-tier applications.
Speciﬁcally, we are interested in the measuring mutual inﬂuence among well-behaved neighbors when they make very
reasonable choices in software resource (e.g., thread/DB connection pool of a web or application server) allocation. In
previous research [4], we have found that performance of an
978-1-4799-5063-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/CLOUD.2014.51
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The impact of soft resource allocations on system performance has been previously studied in [4], [6], [7]. Wang et
al. [4] showed how different allocations of software resources
had drastic impacts on n-tier application performance. The
authors illustrated that setting an appropriate balance of soft
resources could increase total goodput and decrease response
time in the system. Our work introduces the impact of soft
resource allocation on two n-tier applications competing for
CPU resources.
Previous researchers explored different application placement strategies on cloud environments [8]–[10], but most
works assume linear consolidation performance and use binpacking techniques for VM placement [11], [12]. Ferreto et
al. [13] applied linear programming to dynamic VM migration
to improve consolidated application performance. Our work
shows that soft resource allocation is also an important factor
when considering the deployment strategy for consolidated ntier applications.
The interference effect from application consolidation in
cloud environments has also been studied ( [14]–[16]). At
high resource utilizations, application consolidation can cause
the noisy neighbor problem. Xing et al. [2] studied the
performance factors that can impact resource multiplexing and
scheduling among virtual machines and found many sources
of I/O and CPU contention between co-resident VMs. Koh et
al. [1] showed that different types of workloads may cause
hidden contention for physical resources and cause performance interference between colocated VMS. Malkowski et al.
[17] introduced the non-monotonic response time phenomenon
in consolidated n-tier applications which showed that even
in isolated environments where a hard limit of resources
was set for VMs, interference between virtual machines on
the same physical node could cause signiﬁcant performance
degradations. Kanemasa et al. [3] showed that when VMs
shared the same physical node, setting those VMs to share
100% of the CPU was better than having isolated VMs with
limited, but protected resources. Our work corroborates the
interference found in these past works, but in addition, we
also show that even in a 100% sharing scenario, one n-tier
application can gain an unfair share of CPU utilization by
changing the soft resource allocation of the application.
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consolidated n-tier applications with the same soft resource
allocation while in Section V we study the performance of
these two applications when the soft resource allocations for
each are different. Section VI discusses an approach to solving
the CPU “stealing” problem through limiting threads. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
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Fig. 2: System deployment of our experiment. The ﬁrst three software
servers are on dedicated nodes. The DB servers of Sys Const and
Sys Inc are dedicated VMs on a single shared physical node. DB
Server 1 of Sys Const and Sys Inc share the same physical core
while DB Server 2 of both systems share another core.

role. A standard 3-tier application will consist of a web server
(e.g., Apache), an application server (e.g., Tomcat), and a
database server (e.g., MySQL). In our experiments, we have
an additional database clustering middleware server in between
the application and database tiers since we use more than one
database server. In our experiments, we use the popular n-tier
application benchmark system RUBBoS.
Although any server can be consolidated into a physical
node, we focus on consolidating only database servers together
into a single physical node using the KVM hypervisor. KVM is
part of the Linux operating system and uses the default Linux
CPU scheduler and memory management for fully virtualized
guest VMs supported by processor extensions. Figure 2 shows
our two system deployment each with one web server, two
application servers, one database clustering middleware, and
two database servers (denoted 1-2-1-2). In our experiments,
we denote the ﬁrst RUBBoS system as Sys Const and the
second RUBBoS system as Sys Inc. Sys Const’s workload is
always at 4,000 users while Sys Inc’s workload varies from
500 users to 5,000 users. The consolidation methodology for
our experiments is to give the web servers, application servers,
and database clustering middleware its own physical node. We
then consolidate all four MySQL database servers into one
physical node with each MySQL server being hosted on its
own dedicated VM. The vCPU of the ﬁrst MySQL server
from Sys Const and Sys Inc is pinned to one physical CPU
and the vCPU of the second MySQL server from both systems
is pinned to another physical CPU on a separate package. By
default, the VMs are fully sharing the physical core (100%
sharing). The hardware speciﬁcations for the physical node
and virtual machine can be found in Table I.
In this paper, we explore how software resource alloca-

III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Although consolidation may be used for any type of application, our paper focuses on the consolidation of n-tier
applications with LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP)
implementations. N-tier application architecture is a pipeline
of separate applications with each application serving a distinct
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(b) Response time when both systems have LowSR (LL-SR) allocations. Sys Inc’s response times
spike due to not having enough resources to support the workload.
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(a) Throughput when both systems have LowSR (LL-SR) allocations. Sys Const’s throughput
remains constant while Sys Inc’s throughput gradually increases and peaks when the workload of
the two systems are the same.
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(c) CPU utilization of Sys Const and Sys Inc
seen at the hypervisor level when the workload of
Sys Inc is 4,000. The graph shows VM isolation
as the VMs are all sharing 50% of its allotted core.
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(d) CPU utilization of Sys Const and Sys Inc (e) Throughput when both systems have High-SR
for Sys Inc workload 5,000. The hypervisor still (HH-SR) allocations. The trend is similar to the
maintains a 50/50 split of CPU even when Low-SR case shown in Figure 1(a).
Sys Inc’s workload is greater than Sys Const.
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(f) Response time when both systems have HighSR (HH-SR) allocations. The trend is similar to
the Low-SR case shown in Figure 1(b).

Fig. 1: Performance comparison when both systems have the a Low-SR allocation. The throughput for Sys Inc increases and then peaks at
workload 4,000 to become the same as Sys Const. The response time for both systems is low until Sys Inc’s workload exceeds Sys Const’s
workload. Figure 1(c) and 1(d) shows that each VM is using 50% CPU of a core which shows fair sharing even when Sys Inc’s workload
is higher than Sys Const’s workload. Figure 1(e) and 1(f) shows the throughput and response times when both systems have a High-SR
allocation which shows similar performance to the LL-SR case.
TABLE I: Hardware and VM Conﬁguration.
Processor
Memory
Operating System
Virtual CPUs
Memory
Disk Space
Operating System

TABLE II: Conﬁgurations of major software resources

Physical Machine
2 X Intel(R) Xeon(R) @ 2.40GHz (Quad)
24GB
Debian Linux 6.0.7 (squeeze)
Virtual Machine
1
2GB
25GB
Red Hat Enterprise 6

Tier

Apache

Tomcat
DB
connections

tion can impact the performance when consolidating n-tier
applications. Soft resources are parameters that can be tuned
within each application such as Tomcat’s thread pool or DB
connection pool size. We use two different allocations of soft
resources as shown in Table II: a low allocation (Low-SR) and
a high allocation (High-SR).

Parameter name
MaxClients
ThreadsPerChild
WorkerConnection
PoolSize
maxThreads
total
each Servlet

Conﬁguration name
High-SR
Low-SR
340
170
100

120
60
25

240
96
12

60
16
2

and response time of Sys Const and Sys Inc when both
systems have a Low-SR allocation (LL-SR). As shown in
Figure 1(a), Sys Const’s throughput stays the same as the
workload of Sys Inc increases while Sys Inc’s throughput
increases until it reaches workload 4,000 and then levels off.
The bottleneck in both systems is the database CPU (due to
space constraints we do not show the CPU utilizations). This
behavior is expected since the VMs of the two systems should
share an equal amount of CPU (50/50) when the core is being
fully utilized. Figure 1(b) shows the response time of the two
systems. Sys Const’s response time is steadily increasing as
the workload of Sys Inc increases. This shows that even at low
workloads, Sys Inc is affecting the application performance of
Sys Const. On the other hand, Sys Inc’s response time seems

IV. S AME SOFTWARE RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS
In our ﬁrst set of experiments, we set both Sys Const
and Sys Inc to have the same soft resource allocation. We
set both systems to have a Low-SR allocation (LL-SR) and
both systems to have a High-SR allocation (HH-SR). The
parameters for both the Low-SR and High-SR allocations can
be found in Table II. Figure 1(a)-(b) shows the throughput
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(b) 2s Goodput of Sys Inc under LL-SR and HH- (c) Response Time of Sys Inc under LL-SR and
SR allocations. Similar to the Sys Const case, the HH-SR allocations. When both systems have
Low-SR allocation again achieves better through- the same SR allocation, the Low-SR allocation
put at high workloads.
achieves better response times at high workloads.

Fig. 3: Goodput and response time when both systems have the same software resource allocation. At high workloads (high resource
utilizations), the low soft resource allocations allow both systems to have higher goodput and lower response time. The goodput analysis
reveals hidden performance problems that is masked by looking only at throughput without considering SLA.

LLC Misses [x6000]

to stay the same until it reaches workload 4,000 and then the
response time drastically increases. This is due to Sys Inc’s
higher workload relative to Sys Const. Sys Inc wants to grab
more resources but is unable to do so, so overall performance
suffers as a result in terms of response time even though
throughput shows a constant behavior. Figure 1(c) shows the
CPU utilization of the ﬁrst MySQL VM server for Sys Const
and Sys Inc. We show only the ﬁrst MySQL server of both
systems since the behavior of the second MySQL server shows
similar behavior.From the ﬁgure we see that the MySQL VMs
are sharing half the core each. Similarly, Figure 1(d) shows
the CPU utilization of the MySQL VMs at Sys Inc workload
5,000. Even when the workload of Sys Inc is higher than the
workload of Sys Const, the hypervisor is able to maintain
fairness in CPU scheduling between the two systems.
Figure 1(e)-(f) shows the throughput and response time of
Sys Const and Sys Inc when the two systems have a HighSR allocation (HH-SR). The throughput and response time
behavior is similar to the LL-SR allocation case; however,
in previous work [7], we showed in addition to affecting
throughput and response time, soft resource allocation also
plays a major impact in affecting goodput. Goodput is related
to throughput, but we only count a request as completed if
it falls within a minimum response time threshold. In typical
n-tier applications, business providers consider a threshold of
500ms to be an acceptable response time for a request. In this
paper, we will be more lenient and consider requests with less
than 2 seconds as acceptable. Figure 3(a)-(b) shows the 2s
goodput of Sys Const and Sys Inc respectively for the same
LL-SR and HH-SR allocations. The goodput analysis shows
a hidden performance difference that was previously masked
by only looking at throughput without considering SLA. The
two systems have the highest goodput when they both have a
Low-SR allocation. Response times for the two systems are
also lower at the Low-SR allocation as shown in Figure 3(c)
(we only show the response time of Sys Inc due to space
constraints).
This result is contrary to previous results found when
consolidating two n-tier applications together ( [3], [17]) which
showed that setting soft resources to a high value would

400K
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HH_Total
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Fig. 4: Total last level cache misses for both systems under the LLSR and HH-SR allocations. When both systems have a Low-SR, the
last level cache misses for each core remain constant regardless of the
workload. When both systems have a High-SR, the last level cache
misses drastically increases when the workload is greater than 4,000.

improve the non-monotonic response time phenomenon due to
higher system concurrency and a better utilization of system
resources. Our system conﬁguration differs from the previous
works in that our system has one more web and database
servers as well as an additional C-JDBC server for load
balancing between the two MySQL servers. We found that
with this additional MySQL server, the higher concurrency due
to high soft resource allocation greatly increased the number of
L3 cache misses in the system. Figure 4 shows the last-levelcache misses for the two cores under both the LL-SR and
HH-SR conﬁgurations. The number of L3 cache misses stays
relatively stable from workload 1,000-3,000, but drastically
increases once the workload reaches 4,000 for Sys Const. The
total L3 cache misses at workload 5,000 is almost threefold
for the HH-SR allocation than the LL-SR allocation.
V. D IFFERENT SOFTWARE RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS
Section IV showed that consolidated systems with LowSR allocations achieves better performance than consolidated
systems with High-SR allocations due to the greater number
of L3 cache misses at high workloads. In this section, we set
the soft resource allocation for Sys Const to be Low-SR and
for Sys Const to be High-SR (LH-SR).
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Fig. 5: Throughput and response times when Sys Const has a Low-SR allocation and Sys Inc has a High-SR allocation (LH-SR). As
opposed to when both systems had the same soft resource allocation, Sys Inc now has higher throughput and also lower response time at
high workloads caused by CPU “stealing”. Figure 5(c) shows the CPU utilization at the hypervisor for each database VM when the workload
of Sys Inc is 4,000 (same as Sys Const’s workload). The VMs of Sys Inc are getting more CPU than Sys Const’s VMs.
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(a) CPU Utilization at the hypervisor level of each (b) CPU Utilization at the hypervisor level of each
MySQL VM for LH-SR allocation. The workload MySQL VM for LH-SR allocation. The workload
of Sys Inc is 3,000. The VMs of Sys Const are of Sys Inc is 5,000. The VMs of Sys Inc are able
using more CPU than the VMs of Sys Inc.
to get more CPU than the VMs of Sys Const.
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(c) A 100 second trace of CPU utilization of
MySQL1 for Sys Const and Sys Inc under a
LH-SR allocation. The workload of Sys Inc is
5,000. Dips in the CPU utilization of one VM is
immediately snatched up by the other VM.

Fig. 6: CPU Utilization at the hypervisor level of each MySQL VM for LH-SR allocation. As the workload of Sys Inc increases, the CPU
it is allotted also increases. As opposed to when both systems have the same soft resource allocation, in this scenario, Sys Inc is actually
able to get more CPU for its VMs from the hypervisor.

utilization of Sys Const’s VMs during this time period is
43.66% and the average CPU utilization for Sys Inc’s VMs
is 55.9%. From this timeline, we see that Sys Inc can steal as
much as 8% CPU from Sys Const.

Based on the results from Section IV, we suspect that
in this conﬁguration Sys Const will achieve better performance than Sys Inc due to the lower concurrency of the
system and thus lower L3 cache misses. Figure 5 shows
the throughput and response time for the LH-SR allocation.
We see in Figure 5(a) that Sys Inc’s throughput is actually
able to surpass Sys Const’s throughput at high workloads of
Sys Inc which contradicts our initial assumption. In fact, even
when the workloads for both systems are the same (4,000
users), Sys Inc is able to achieve 6% more throughput than
Sys Const. The throughput of Sys Const slowly degrades at
high workloads of Sys Inc and actually falls 12.6% of its
max value. Again, the bottleneck of the system is the CPU
at the database tier. Figure 5(b) shows the response time for
the LH-SR allocation. The response time for Sys Inc is lower
at all workloads than Sys Const’s response time, except for
the highest workload of 5,000 users. When the two systems
have the same workload, the response time for Sys Const is
almost seven times greater than Sys Inc’s response time. The
higher soft resource allocation of Sys Inc is able to achieve
higher throughput and lower response time than Sys Const.
Figure 5(c) shows a 30 second trace of each database VM’s
CPU utilization as seen by the hypervisor. The average CPU

Figure 6(a) and 6(b) shows the CPU utilizations of the
database VMs at Sys Inc workloads 3,000 and 5,000, respectively. When Sys Inc’s workload is 3,000, we see that
Sys Const’s VMs are always using more CPU than Sys Inc’s
VMs. This is expected since the workload for Sys Const is
higher than the workload of Sys Inc; however, when Sys Inc’s
workload is 5,000, Sys Inc’s VMs are always getting more
CPU than Sys Const’s VMs as shown in Figure 6(b). Figure 6(c) shows a 100 second trace of the same experiment
where CPU “stealing” is occurring. The ﬁgure shows the
CPU utilization for Sys Const and Sys Inc’s MySQL1 VM
which shares the same physical CPU. Again, we can see
that Sys Inc’s MySQL VM can snatch up to 8% CPU from
Sys Inc’s MySQL VM.
We diagnosed the CPU “stealing” problem to a difference
between the number of MySQL DB connections per servlet in
the database tier and to the maxClients parameter for Tomcat
in the application tier. The higher soft resource allocation
results in higher concurrency in the system which allows it to
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(a) Throughput of LL-SR allocation with DB
connections (DBX) for Sys Const set to 2 and
DB connections for Sys Inc set to 4. Doubling
the number of database connections at low concurrency levels greatly increases throughput.
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(c) Throughput of HH-SR when Sys Const’s
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the VMs of HH-SR allocation when Sys Const’s
Tomcat maxClients=60 and Sys Inc’s Tomcat
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(f) CPU utilization at the hypervisor level of the
VMs of HH conﬁguration when number of Tomcat
connections for Sys Const is set to to 60 and the
number of Tomcat connections for Sys Inc is set
to 240. The workload of Sys Inc is 5,000.

Fig. 7: Discrepancy in throughput and response time between Sys Const and Sys Inc is mainly due to the different allocations in the number
of DB connections per RUBBoS servlet and in the number of Tomcat maxClient connections accessing those DB connections. Even when
concurrency is low for both systems as shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b), a slight increase in the DB connections per servlet can greatly affect
throughput and response time. Likewise, when the concurrency is sufﬁciently high for both systems as shown in Figure 7(c) and 7(d), a
change Tomcat maxClients also affects performance although not as signiﬁcantly as changing the DB connections parameter.

obtain extra CPU. Figure 7(a) and 7(b) shows the throughput
and response time of an LL-SR allocation but we change the
number of DB connections per servlet for Sys Inc to be 4
(instead of 2). When we only change the database connections
per servlet, Sys Inc is able to obtain higher throughput and
better response times which is similar to the LH-SR case. At
Sys Inc workload=4,000, we see that the throughput difference between the two systems is only 3%, slightly lower than
the LH-SR case. The response time behavior is also similar to
the LH-SR case with Sys Inc achieving lower response times
than Sys Const at all workloads. Figure 7(c) and 7(d) shows
the throughput and response times of an HH-SR allocation
but we change the number of maxClients for Sys Inc to be
240 (instead of 60). We see that at workloads 4,000 and 5,000
for Sys Inc, the throughput is still higher than Sys Const’s
workload; however, the difference is not as drastic as changing
the database connections. Sys Const’s response time is much
higher than in previous cases at 400 ms, but it remains
relatively stable regardless of Sys Inc’s workload.

causes the VMs at those tiers to have a higher number of
active processes running on the VM. For the KVM hypervisor,
the number threads running inside the VM directly correlates
to the number of active threads running for the VM at the
hypervisor level. This means the higher concurrency system
will have more active threads in the hypervisor than the lower
concurrency system when the soft resource allocations are
different. The default KVM scheduling policy for the CPU
of its VMs is to adopt the Linux kernel’s Completely Fair
Scheduler (CFS). CFS treats each thread as equal and tries to
schedule threads so that each one gets a similar amount of
runtime. Since the High-SR system has more active threads
than the Low-SR system, the KVM hypervisor will schedule
more of High-SR system’s threads.
Figure 8(a) and 8(b) shows the average active processes per
second for Sys Const and Sys Inc under LH-SR and HH-SR
allocations, respectively. When the soft resource allocations
of the systems are different, we see that Sys Inc has more
active processes per second than Sys Const once the workload
reaches 4,000. When the soft resources are the same for both
systems, Sys Inc’s active processes is lower than Sys Const’s
active processes, but peaks when the workloads of the two
systems are the same. Figures 8(c), 8(d), 8(e) show a 20
second time line trace of Sys Const and Sys Inc’s active
processes per second for Sys Inc workloads 3,000, 4,000 and

VI. S ETTING THE LIMIT ON THREADS PER VM PROCESS
From Section V, we know that the CPU “stealing” problem
is caused by a difference the allocation of Tomcat maxClients
and the database connection pool size. When a system has
higher concurrency at a particular tier (e.g., database tier), it
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seen at the hypervisor level. There is a strong
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Fig. 8: Average processes run per second for the database VMs for the LH-SR and HH-SR allocations respectively. When the soft resource
allocations are different, the higher concurrency system, Sys Inc, has more processes run per second at high workloads than the lower
concurrency system, Sys Const. Figures 8(c), 8(d), 8(e) show as the workload of Sys Inc increases, the processes run per second increases
and surpasses Sys Const’s processes run per second. Figure 8(f) shows a strong correlation between processes run per second and actual
CPU utilization of the VM which suggests that when processes run per second is high, CPU utilization is also high.

after the change, the two systems show similar throughput and
response time behaviors as seen when the two systems have
the same soft resource allocations as shown in Figure 9(a)
and 9(b). The throughput of Sys Inc does not surpass the
throughput of Sys Const and the response times of the two
systems are similar until the workload of Sys Inc surpasses the
workload of Sys Const. This performance trend is the same as
when the two systems have the same soft resource allocations.
Figure 9(c) shows the CPU utilization of the database VMs
when the workload of Sys Inc is 5,000. We see that all four
VMs are sharing roughly 50% CPU and no one single VM is
getting more CPU unfairly. Thus, setting a limit on the threads
per VM in the hypervisor mitigates the CPU “stealing” even
when the soft resource allocations for the consolidated n-tier
applications are different.

5,000 respectively. When the workload of Sys Inc is lower
than Sys Const, there are more processes run for Sys Const;
however, when the workloads for the two systems are the same
as shown in Figure 8(d), more processes are being run for
Sys Inc than for Sys Const. When the workload of Sys Inc
is higher than Sys Const’s workload, there are always more
active processes for Sys Inc than for Sys Const. Figure 8(f)
shows a time line graph of the processes run per second
and the actual CPU utilization of Sys Inc’s MySQL VM. It
shows a strong correlation (Pearson correlation coefﬁcient of
0.56 for the entire experiment run of 300 seconds) between
active processes and actual CPU utilization which conﬁrms
the behavior of the KVM CPU scheduler.
Once we know that the CPU “stealing” is caused by a
discrepancy in the number of active processes being scheduled
between the two systems, one straightforward solution is to
limit the number of threads that can be run for each VM
process under the KVM hypervisor. We can use the setrlimit
function1 to limit the number of threads for a process. When
the two systems have the same soft resource allocation, the
maximum average number of active processes is 2.5 for both
systems as shown in Figure 8(b). Thus, we set the upper bound
of the number of threads that can be run per process to 4;

VII. C ONCLUSION
Consolidating n-tier applications in a cloud environment
requires a careful tuning of both hardware and software resources. We conducted an empirical study of two consolidated
n-tier applications and how changing the soft resource allocations of each application impacted each system’s performance
in terms of throughput and response time. We found that
when the two systems had the same soft resource allocation, a
lower concurrency for both systems maximized performance;
however, when the two systems had different allocations of
soft resources, the system with more soft resources would

1 In Linux kernels greater than 2.6.38, it is possible to do the same thing as
setrlimit using the prlimit command. Using the setrlimit and prlimit commands
is different than ulimit, since ulimit affects the system globally whereas
setrlimit and prlimit affect speciﬁc processes.
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(b) Response time of LH-SR allocation after limiting the number of threads that can spawn for each
VM process at the hypervisor level. The response
time is also similar to the case where both systems
have the same exact SR allocation.
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(c) CPU utilization at the hypervisor level of LH
conﬁguration for Sys Inc workload=5,000. The
VMs are now again sharing on average 50% of
the CPU core once we limit the number of threads
that spawn for the VMs at the hypervisor level.

Fig. 9: Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the throughput and response times when we limit the number of threads that can spawn for the VM
process at the hypervisor level. Once we limit the upper bound for the number of threads that can be created, the throughput and response
time behaves in the scenario where the two systems have the same exact soft resource allocation.

achieve better performance due to CPU “stealing”. In future
work, we will explore the impact of soft resource allocation
on other n-tier applications and hypervisors. More generally,
our results show that software resource allocation should be
considered as a ﬁrst class citizen when deploying and tuning
n-tier application performance in cloud.
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